JCV Investment Systems, LLC Privacy Policy
JCV Investment Systems, LLC (JCV) specializes in performing Market Data Audits for our client
base, including, but not limited to world-wide exchanges and other purveyors of Market Data.
Our auditing software and analysts do not require or use individual names to perform an audit.
However, during an audit some names may come to us from the entity being audited.
Occasionally, some companies will use employee names as a unique field identifier rather than
an Employee ID or User number. We do not divulge the names to anyone other than our client
who requested the audit, if necessary. The names are never used outside the scope of our
audit. When the audit is complete all records of the effort (including the names) are destroyed.
JCV values the privacy of our clients and their clients as well. JCV has an affirmative
commitment to adhere to the following:
NOTICE: Personal and identifying information used by JCV, is done so with the expressed
permission of our clients to meet their needs for a comprehensive audit. Because personal
information is not necessary for successful completion of most audits, we do not request it, nor
can we give any notice of its receipt.
Below is JCV’s privacy statement addressing each principle as it relates to your rights and our
industry specific data and personal information privacy concerns.

CHOICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR ONWARD TRANSFER:
JCV is not required to give notice nor provide choice when personal information is transferred to
third party, such as the exchanges and market data specialist we are hired by, for the purpose of
performing audits. However, we do have potential liability and take reasonable measures to
ensure your privacy through one or more of the following ways. JCV contracts with a third party
to provide adequate procedures for using and maintaining private information. JCV requires the
agent to notify the organization if it can no longer meet its obligation to provide the protection as
is required by the Principles; We will provide an individual opt-out choice, or opt-in for sensitive
data, before we share your data with third parties other than our agents, or before we use it for a
purpose other than which it was originally collected or subsequently authorized. To request to
limit the use and disclosure of your personal information, please submit a written request to
Joe@jcvisys.com. JCV may also be required to disclose personal information in response to a

lawful request by public authorities, including meeting national security or law enforcement
requirements.

SECURITY:
JCV takes reasonable precautions to protect personal information it receives and uses from
loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction.

DATA INTEGRITY AND PURPOSE LIMITATION:
Data that is accurate, complete, and current is essential to our work. Therefore, we take
adequate measure to ensure the reliability of all data. In addition, any data we collect is relevant
to the stated and explicit purpose. Personal information will not be processed for reasons other
than its intended use.

ACCESS:
EU individuals may obtain our confirmation of whether we maintain personal information relating
to you in the United States. Upon request, we will provide you with access to the personal
information that we hold about you. You may also correct, amend, or delete the personal
information we hold about you. An individual who seeks access, or who seeks to correct,
amend, or delete inaccurate data transferred to the United States, should direct their query to
Joe@jcvisys.com. If requested to remove data, we will respond within a reasonable timeframe.

RECOURSE, ENFORCEMENT AND LIABILITY:
We will regularly verify our compliance with these privacy principles by prominently displaying
our published statement and ensuring its accuracy, comprehensiveness, and full
implementation. JCV has procedures in place for educating its employees on the correct
handling of personal information. Should you have any questions, concerns, and/or complaints
regarding JCV’s use of personal information, we encourage you to contact us, and we will
collaborate with you to resolve any disputes as best we can. JCV commits to resolve complaints

about your privacy and our collection or use of your personal information transferred to the
United States. Complaints should first contact JCV by email at Joe@jcvisys.com or via post at:
JCV Investment Systems, LLC
Attn: Joe Veneziano
40 Mountain Road Colchester, CT 06415
Joe@jcvisys.com
860-537-6747

CHANGES TO OUR PRIVACY POLICY
We may modify, alter, or update our privacy policy at any time, so we encourage you to
frequently review our privacy policy at our website www.jcvisys.com. We will not provide
individual notice to you of changes to our privacy policy, but when we make updates to our
privacy policy, we will update the data in this section. JCV Investment Systems, LLC
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